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The Fire Triangle or Combustion Triangle or â€³Fire Diamond â€³ are simple models for understanding the
necessary ingredients for most fires.. The triangle illustrates the three elements a fire needs to ignite: heat,
fuel, and an oxidizing agent (usually oxygen). A fire naturally occurs when the elements are present and
combined in the right mixture, meaning that fire is actually an event ...
Fire triangle - Wikipedia
A Adapter Fitting for connecting hose couplings with dissimilar threads but with the same inside diameter.
See also reducer, increaser, double male, double female.May contain combinations, such as a double-female
reducer.Adapters between multiple hoses are called wye, Siamese, or distributor, which see below. Air
pressurized water (APW) fire extinguisher
Glossary of firefighting equipment - Wikipedia
Captain Araguz, a 30 year old, 11-year veteran of the Wharton Volunteer Fire Department made Captain in
2009. He lost his life while battling a multiple alarm fire a the Maxim Egg Farm located at 3307 FM 442,
Boling, Texas on July 3, 2010.
Texas Captain; 2010 LODD Report Issued with Lessons
Death in the Line of Duty...A summary of a NIOSH fire fighter fatality investigation . F2007-18 Date Released:
February 11, 2009 . SUMMARY . On June 18, 2007, nine career fire fighters (all males, ages 27 56) died
when they became disoriented and ran out of air in rapidly deteriorating conditions inside a burning
commercial furniture showroom and warehouse facility.
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